SHIELDING GARMENTS
eyeShield™

SKULL CAP

A Vacation For Your Eyes

RF Shielding Spandex
Dome Cap or Hat Liner

Give your eyes a rest with the luxurious
benefits of pure Silver. Eye-Shield™ is
a new style of blindfold, made with
microwave
blocking
Stretch
Conductive
Fabric.
Feel
the
cool
comfort
of
Silver
against your
hot eyelids as you relax in the darkness
of your inner world. Experience what it
feels like to block the RF radiation from
reaching your eyes. Great for a quick
nap, plane trips, or all night long.

Here’s a great item
to
wear
hidden
under a wig or
standard
hat
to
shield your brain
from
radiofrequency
(microwave)
radiation.
Attractive enough to wear
alone as well. Fully elastic
for a comfortable form fit.
Provides ~35 dB shielding
up to 10 GHz and beyond. Cranium cover
slips on in an instant for all day or all night
protection. Can be pulled down to cover part
of the ear, or leave the ears completely
exposed. The perfect RF defense cap for
your brain… a whole new kind of mental
block! Suitable for both men and women.
Skull Cap (Cat. #N217) ……… $54.95

Soft and padded, contours nicely to your
face with generous notch for maximum
nose comfort. Single elastic strap, fits
all head sizes. Hand washable.
eyeShield™ (Cat. #N222) … $28.95

RADIO WRAP™
HOODED SCARF

Shields Head and Back of Neck

Attractive and Stylish

This shielded headdress
can be worn several
ways
to
provide
coverage to the various
parts of the head and
neck.
Very
soft
and
comfortable against the
skin, even for prolonged
use. Suitable for daytime
wear or while sleeping. Very
thin
fabric
with
a
slight
stretch,
it
can
be
worn
under
another
standard
style
hat
or
scarf.
Includes a long
drape for the back
of the neck which
can be tucked inside the
collar of your shirt, or left
exposed. Think of it as a
“ray du-rag”. Provides 20
dB of shielding performance
for RF/microwave radiation.
Light gray color. Suitable for both men and
women.
Radio Wrap (Cat. #N228) ……… $59.95

Toll free in USA: 1-888-537-7363
International: +1-518-608-6479

Great shielding from cell phones, wifi,
smart meters and other radiofrequency
signals for the head, neck, and
shoulders. Normal looking, soft and very
comfy… especially in cooler weather.
Medium brown color goes well with most
outfits, and can be used indoors or out.
SILVERELL® quality, made with pure
silver and rayon. 90% RF attenuation
tested up to 8 GHz.
Hooded Scarf (Cat. #N260) . $95.95
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